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SAVE THE DATE

REILAND ANGUS SPRING BULL SALE

FRIDAY, 7th SEPTEMBER 2018
Commences at 1.30pm – KILLIMICAT STATION

www.reilandangus.com.au

Newsletter  –  Spring 2018

Bull sale catalogues will be posted out shortly and uploaded onto our 
website: wwwreilandangus.com.au

NEW FOR OLD POLICY 
available at Spring bull sale.
 
This was an initiative to assist clients financially into the next new genetic investment.  
Reiland Angus extends the opportunity to clients to notify the use of this policy to agents on 
the day.

In summary: 
• The old bull stays on your property and is allowed to maximize his carcase weight (to increase his $/hd price). Typically in 

November the bull is sold through either an Elders or Landmark agency.
• The new bull is purchased at the sale under this understanding.
• Once the old bull is sold, and proceeds received to agencies, the difference of value is advised back to the client. Payment is 

deferred until this occurs.
• An invoice is generated at this date and the account sent to client for payment /settlement to the nominated agent that the 

old bull was sold through. 
 
This keeps the money for future genetic investment (bulls) paid by the sale of the previous aged bulls via carcase residual values.
Hopefully these programs allow superior financial programming when many clients have experienced extra ordinary fodder 
purchases over winter.

FOCUSSED ON YOUR “ON FARM” 
PROFITABLITY
As the days lengthen and temperatures improve from a 
tough winter, at least the pasture and crops will respond on 
current adequate moisture levels through to late September.

During this exhaustive feeding programme, there is some 
time to observe that there is a performance variance across 
mobs of cattle. Undoubtedly some reflection on “why some 
animals” retain body score condition while others fail too 
is observed across this period of closer observation when 
cattle are under a nutritional stress.

“Reiland Angus readily accepts that constitution and doing 
ability is best observed by the breeder of the animals in 
the environment they are expected to perform.” This is a 
united effort between the seed stock operation and the 
commercial producer observation and feedback.  

Reiland Angus encourages our valued clients to provide 
feedback on these important and often overbooked on 
farm profit drivers.  Increased future focus on “gaining more 
or less input” will be utmost in future genetic selections via 
the moderately (40%) heritable net feed efficiency trait. 

Pre-eminent geneticist Dr David 
Johnston outline the fundaments 
of net feed efficiency at a recent 
Reiland Angus seminar held at 
Wagga Wagga. Disappointingly 
many of the current high indexing 
industry sires lie on the wrong side 
of the Angus breed population.

Reiland Angus has invested 
into your future profitability to 
ensure the genetic mating’s will 
demonstrate a positive genetic 
correlation to his important, but 
little know trait.

It is easy to undertake a selection 
program based on what “sells” bulls that benefit’s the feed 
lotter/processor i.e. Marbling (IMF) etc.  Reiland Angus is 
committed to achieving outcomes that maximize “on farm 
profitability” for clients. David Johnston’s summary along 
with presentation will be summarized and distributed shortly 
via newsletter and put on the website.

Dr David Johnston



REILAND ANGUS
CONSTANT PROGRESS!

GENETIC INVESTMENT in Reality M911 
In line with previous discussion, Reiland Angus has 

identified and purchase a breed leading sire that ticks 
all boxes for producer, backgrounder and processor. Elite 
bloodlines combined in a bull by the Matauri Reality NZ sire 
who is breeding strong calving ease and positive carcase 
traits.  

Reiland Angus recently invested in a well credentialed 
South Australian bull STONY POINT REALITY M911 (AI, ET).

The bull ranks in the top 1% for calving ease at +4.7 Dr 
and + 4.5 Dtrs. His birth at +4.7 posts an impressive top 2% at 
+139, as does his scrotal at +3.1.

Carcase data generates interest with top 5% EMA at 
+6.7 and above average rib/rump fats.  Reiland Angus 
have always prided themselves on focussing on the main 
game with a positive +0.5 retail beef yield (RBY%).

Sam Lucas stated “it is difficult to find a bull with positive 
fat and ease of doing whilst retaining a positive RBY%”.

The bull’s dam has 34 progeny analysed and hails from 
the famed DREAM blood lineage.

The Reality bull is part of the insightful long term breeding 
principles that have been adhered to over the past 45 
years the stud has been operating.

Stoney Point Reality M911 (AI ET)

SOMETHING TO 
PONDER?

A herd of cattle reflect both past and present 
genetic selections that adapt to the climate and 
nutritional status they are subject too.

Cattlemen regularly working with that herd readily 
identify that individual behaviour within that herd 
will vary significantly. The dominant, the meek and 
then “the herd”, contribute to the expression of the 
overall behaviour.

So, it does not come as a surprise that variability in 
both internal and external parasite resistance, herd 
hierarchy and individual production performance 
exists.  USA research undertaken by Dayton Steelman 
University of Arkansas has confirmed many traits of 
skin and hair type that observant cattlemen have 
made over many years.

1. Within a breed, some individuals are much 
more resistant to parasite than others i.e. 
flies, lice and ticks.

2. Follicle density associated with hair varies 
with animal frame. The very large framed 
animals possessed reduced hair follicle 
densities.

3. Every hair follicle has two sebaceous 
glands that secrete a substance that 
reflects sunlight (heat) and provides a 
natural resistance to insects.  The higher 
the hair density the more secretion.  Cattle 
that have a very slick and shiny summer 
hair coat seldom have much in the way of 
fly problems (skin parasites).

4. IMPORTANT – Bulls, because of their 
testosterone will have 2-4 times more 
flies than cows. Flies and other external 
parasites are attracted to testosterone.

TAKE HOME MESSAGE
Repeated observation that senior herd sires in the 
bull paddocks over winter succumb to lice more 
readily thank cows in winter, particularly when they 
are nutritionally challenged.  This may explain the 
propensity for both mature and developing bulls 
to require lice treatment in winter before they push 
fences etc over to alleviate the itching.

Thankfully, the proof of slick, shiny skin with fine 
hair type supports in paddock observation of this 
important selection criteria.

“Attitude is a big thing that makes a difference”. 

    Winston Churchill



Kevin Ryan and Peter Hoodless inspecting some of the progeny.

NEW MATERNAL BLOODLINES have been imported from 
the revered Kaharau stud NZ. Two cows where chosen to 
bring fresh new outcross genetics into the Reiland herd. The 
seven year old cows where selected by stud stock guru, Mr 
Kevin Ryan.

Selection was based on performance, type, sound structure 
and docile temperament. Additional pressure was applied 
to udder/teat presentations and hoof soundness.

The cows were 
flushed to several 
relevant industry 
bulls to ensure data 
complies to current 
industry requirement.  
The first of the calves 
weaned off their 
recipient dams very 
well and display 
excellent growth for 
age, breed character 
and overall carcase/
frame dimension.

We look forward 
to the ongoing 
development of these 
animals to ensure we 
maintain some genetic diversity in a current world where 
many seedstock programs are using comparable/similar 
bloodlines to satisfy an index figure outcome.
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“Your Brand of Distinction”

“The modern Angus cow is the greatest asset a cattleman can base his livelihood on.
Combined with management and stockman ship, “blue-chip” shares are over rated.”

Roland Lucas philosophy 1995

JINGELLIC WINNERS
Congratulations to Ian and Marcus Clarke of Ournie. The Jingellic show 

committee conducts a well supported Beef cattle (groups) judging circuit recently 
as part of local shows remaining relevant. 

Long term Reiland Angus clients of Ian and Beverly Clarke and Marcus & Bec 
Clarke and family won the highly competitive replacement heifer weaners class.

A great outcome in the Clarke’s focus on selection for a balanced of calving 
ease, growth and carcase traits in herd bulls selected.

Congratulations for the hard work in a tough season in presenting these heifers 
to judges Michael Glasser and James Pearce, Yavenvale Herefords, Adelong.


